
Question 4 
 

Eight-year-old Hannah attended Camp, a children’s summer camp.  Some of the 
children at Camp were resident campers who spent each night in cabins, and 
others, such as Hannah, were day campers who attended Camp between 9:00 
a.m. and 4:00 p.m. and rode bicycles to and from their nearby suburban homes 
daily. The bicycles were locked outside each day camper’s cabin, with the 
camper keeping the key to the bicycle. 
  
Rick, a Camp counselor, owned a baseball autographed by Babe Ruth that he 
had brought with him to Camp to show the campers.  One day at 3:00 p.m. after 
a baseball game at Camp, Rick discovered that his autographed baseball had 
been put into the ball bag and used in the game.  He was very upset to find that 
Babe Ruth’s autograph had been all but worn off as a result.   
 
Rick learned that Hannah had been seen coming out of Rick’s cabin a few 
minutes before the baseball game and that she had sat near the ball bag before 
the start of the game.  He told Hannah that he would not let her ride home until 
she admitted what she had done.  Very upset, Hannah continually protested her 
innocence until Rick finally told her at 6:30 p.m. that she could get her bike and 
ride home.  She lived approximately one-half mile from Camp.  
  
When Hannah’s parents asked the Camp Director why their daughter had been 
so late in getting home, the Director told them what had happened.  The Director 
added that he would never have allowed Rick to keep Hannah so late had he 
been aware of it.  He also told Hannah’s parents that Hannah had not taken 
Rick’s ball.  In fact, her eight-year-old campmate, Jessie, confessed that she had 
placed Rick’s autographed baseball in the ball bag. 
 
1.  On what theory or theories, if any, might an action be brought on Hannah’s 
behalf against Rick, what defenses might Rick assert, and what is the likely 
outcome?  Discuss fully. 
 
2.  On what theory or theories, if any, might an action be brought on Hannah’s 
behalf against Camp, what defense might Camp assert, and what is the likely 
outcome?  Discuss fully.   
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Answer A to Question 4 
 

Hannah v Rick 
 
False Imprisonment? 
 
A false imprisonment is an intentional confinement of a defendant to a bound 
area.  Rick kept Hannah from leaving camp at her regular 4pm end time.  He 
kept her until 6:30pm, which is a very long time considering Hannah is only 8 and 
her parents did not know where she was and would be worried she got hurt riding 
her bike home.  It is unclear to what area Hannah was bound but Rick certainly 
asserted his authority intentionally to prevent Hannah from leaving because he 
wanted Hannah to confess to taking his Babe Ruth ball.  Hannah continued to 
protest, showing she was forced to stay somewhere, which shows she was 
confined.  Damages are presumed for intentional torts.  Rick is guilty of false 
imprisonment. 
 
Intentional Infliction of Severe Emotional Distress (IIED)? 
 
IIED exists where a plaintiff intentionally causes severe emotional distress 
through extreme and outrageous conduct.  Hannah was very upset from Rick‘s 
conduct, but this would not suffice for a IIED because of more severe emotional 
distress required than being very upset. 
 
Negligence? 
 
If Hannah can show a duty was owed by Rick, he breached that duty, which was 
the actual and proximate cause of damages, then she will prevail on negligence. 
 
Duty? 
 
One generally owes a duty of reasonable care to prevent harm to others.  A 
special relationship may exist when one has control over another.  Rick was the 
counselor at Hannah’s camp, thus owed a heightened duty to prevent risk of 
harm to Hannah. 
 
Breach? 
 
Breach is established when the burden of preventing the harm considering the 
utility of the conduct is less than the probability of harm times the magnitude of 
the harm (Hand Formula).  Rick’s burden of calling the parents, having the 
conversation the next day at camp, or other alternatives to holding her over the 
end of the day are very slight.  The probability of an 8 year old being harmed  
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when forced to stay at camp accused of stealing, then riding home late in the day 
on a bike for .5 miles after a long day would be great and the type of harm could 
be great if she was injured on her bike.  Here, given Rick owed a special duty, he 
breached his duty to Hannah. 
 
Actual Cause? 
But for the act of holding Hannah over, she would not have been very upset and 
suffered from the incident.  Rick‘s actions were both the but-for cause and a 
substantial factor. 
 
Proximate Cause? 
There are no superseding or intervening acts to discuss. 
 
Damages? 
The only damages appear to be emotionally being upset and Hannah’s suffering. 
 
Defenses? 
The comparative and contributory negligence of Hannah does not apply. 
 
Defamation? 
Defamation is a defamatory statement made of and about the plaintiff which 
caused harm. 
 
Defamatory Statement? 
Rick accused Hannah of stealing without sufficient facts to prove the statement 
was true.  Since both parties are private and this didn’t concern a public matter, 
there is no malice or negligence requirement and falsity is presumed.  The 
falseness was also later shown when Jessie confessed.  Rick should have done 
more investigation before accusing Hannah because he based his accusation on 
the fact Hannah had been coming out of his cabin and near the ball bag.  Here, 
the statement was of and about Hannah and defamatory. 
 
Published? 
It is not clear if this statement was published, but possibly others overheard 
Rick’s accusations due to his negligence in having loud conversations.  Since a 
statement that Hannah steals is a crime, the slanderous statement would have 
presumed damages. 
 
Here, Rick will be liable for defamation for any negligent publishing that Hannah 
had stolen the ball.  Since Rick believed the statement was true, he can defend 
that he based his accusation of overhearing Hannah had been in his tent and 
near the ball bag. 
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False Light? 
A false light claim exists when the defendant portrays the plaintiff in a false way 
that a reasonable person would offend to.  Rick may have communicated to 
others that Hannah steals and a reasonable person would object to being seen in 
this light because no one wants to be seen as a criminal.  The statement turned 
out to be false, so here, a claim for false light exists. 
 
Defenses 
 
Defense of property? 
Rick may defend that the ball was his property and his acts towards Hannah 
were to protect his property.  However, since Rick was not in hot pursuit and did 
not have enough support for his accusations, he was not privileged to use force. 
 
Contributory Negligence? 
One generally owes a duty to prevent harm to themselves for risks created by 
others‘ conduct.  D will defend O was contributorily negligent to completely 
prevent recovery unless D had the last clear chance.  The standard for children is 
evaluated giving weight to what the average child of the age, education, and 
experience would do.  Hannah was not contributorily negligent because she 
continually protested to go home and acted to prevent any further harm to 
herself. 
 
Comparative Negligence? 
Generally, when a claim for damages is found under negligence, but the plaintiff 
was partially at fault, comparative jurisdictions will reduce the damages by the 
amount the plaintiff was at fault in a pure jurisdiction, and only award the reduced 
damages if the plaintiff’s fault was less than 50% in partial jurisdictions.  As 
discussed above, Hannah was not comparatively negligent because she 
continually protested to go home and acted to prevent any further harm to 
herself. 
 
Privilege? 
Rick may assert he was privileged to accuse Hannah to prevent others from 
being victims as a defense to defamation and false light.  However, since his 
claims were unfounded and an eight year old is unlikely to present a danger of 
theft to others, this defense will fail. 
 
Hannah v Camp 
 
Because Rick is an employee of the Camp, the Camp will be vicariously liable for 
Rick’s act in the scope of his employment under respondeat superior.  However, 
the camp is not responsible for Rick’s intentional torts.  The director of the camp  
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told the parents he would never have allowed Rick to keep Hannah and had he 
known so this was not interference of the scope of employment.  Because Rick‘s 
false imprisonment was intentional, Camp will not be liable for his actions, but 
could be vicariously liable for his negligence. 
Negligent hiring? 
If Hannah can show Camp was negligent in their hiring of Rick, she may prevail.  
This action will depend on what level of investigation the Camp performed on 
counselors.  If the camp knew or had reason to know of Rick‘s tendencies to 
make quick accusations and give very harsh punishments without regard to the 
fact the campers are only 8 years old, they may have breached a duty owed to 
Hannah, which was the actual and proximate cause of her injuries. 
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Answer B to Question 4 
  
(3) H v R 
 
 A. False Imprisonment - is the act of causing the plaintiff to be confined or 
restrained in a bounded area without consent or privilege. 
  1.)  The act must be voluntary, not involuntary, and we are given no 
facts that suggest that R suffers from epileptic seizures or the like.  Here, R, 
presumably an adult, under color of authority “told” Hannah she couldn’t go home 
unless she “admitted” her wrongdoing. 
  2.) Confined or restrained - R’s words that he “would not let her” go 
home imply that H did not feel she could leave.  H does not have an adult’s 
capacity to leave anyway.  She is taught that she is under the authority of her 
teacher, parent or camp counselor.  Therefore, H may think she cannot leave.  It 
is not important whether H is confined or restrained but that she believes she is 
(a reasonable belief). 
  3.) bounded area - If the camp is far from anywhere in a forest of 
trees, H could be deemed in a bounded area.  Negating this element is that H is 
obviously expected to be able to ride home every evening, only a half mile.  
Therefore, this element may not be proven.  Arguably, H’s age may cause her to 
believe she is in a bounded area. 
(4) Defenses 
 A.)  Consent - implied or express  
  R could argue that H consented to stay even though she knew how 
and where to ride home.  Negating this defense is H’s age.  She is unable to 
consent. 

B.)  Assumption of the Risk - does not appear to apply because H 
assumed no risk in a dangerous way. 
 C.)  Privilege - R can argue he was privileged as camp counselor, much 
as a schoolteacher, to discipline a camper who was misbehaving.  This privilege 
will likely be 
effective because if R had a reasonable belief that H had the baseball, this is 
permissible, even if mistaken.   
 He can only detain her for a reasonable time in a reasonable manner.  If 
this is summer camp, at 6:30pm, it is still light and H had time to go home.  No 
facts are given to suggest R confined H in an unreasonable manner. 
 R will not be liable for False Imprisonment.  However, if he is liable, 
damages are presumed. 
 B.)  Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress (IIED) - R’s conduct must be 
extreme and outrageous causing severe emotional harm. 
 Here, nothing in R’s conduct would rise to the level of extreme and 
outrageous conduct.  He simply detained H until he realized that H was innocent. 
 Here, however, reckless conduct can satisfy IIED.  If a jury believes it was 
reckless of R to keep H so late, clearly she rode home alone at 6:30pm, H may  
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collect damages if she had either physical or other symptoms, such as 
headache. 
 Physical harm is no longer required. 
 C.)  Negligent IED 
  Although founded in negligence, this could arise from an intentional 
tort such as false imprisonment.   
  R’s conduct doesn’t appear to be negligent, however, but 
intentional. 
  He intentionally kept her at camp; there was no negligence 
involved. 
 D.)  Assault - is the act of causing immediate apprehension of harmful or 
offensive touching. 
  Here, if H was apprehensive that R might strike her or physically 
restrain her, this tort could be proven.  Under the doctrine of transferred intent, if 
R is liable for either Assault or False Imprisonment, the intent can transfer to the 
other tort. 
  Again, damages are presumed.  
II. H v C 
 A.)  False Imprisonment - Although an employer is generally not 
responsible for the intentional acts of its employees, there are exceptions: 
  1.)  Past Conduct - If C knew that R had a habit of prior conduct of 
accusing young children of stealing, and false imprisonment, etc. C can be liable 
under a theory of respondeat superior.  This means that an agency relationship 
exists between R and C.  Here, R is C’s agent as camp counselor. 
  Generally, however, an employer is not liable unless R had 
exhibited prior conduct of a bad nature. 
  2.)   Course and Scope of Duties - 
 Here, we are told by C that C does not allow children to be kept at camp 
so late.  If C has conveyed this to its counselors and R disregarded this 
instruction, R has exceeded the course and scope of his duties.  Unfortunately, 
this is probably a difficult defense for C as C would be responsible for this agency 
relationship.  If it is held R exceeded the scope of his duties, C would be liable. 

B.)  Negligent Hiring -  
 If C did not exercise reasonable care (a higher degree of reasonable care 
for an employer) in searching R’s background, criminal record and other facts C 
could be liable  to H. 
 If R had other facts in his background that were known to C that precluded 
R from working with children, C will be liable to H. 
 Most likely, C will be liable to H for a tort.  
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